LEARNING BENEFIT:
CURiosity HELPS KIDS LEARN
AND QUESTION THE WORLD
AROUND THEM!

Just like your preschooler, Blippi has questions about everything! Questions matter because they drive learning and build knowledge. Nurture your preschooler’s curiosity by answering questions through experimentation.

1. Does your child wonder how to make purple? Instead of telling them, Blippicize it and explore!
   All you need is some food coloring and 3-5 kid-friendly cups.
   2. Fill each cup halfway with water.
   3. Ask your child to predict which two food colors will make purple.
   4. Try different combinations of two food colors in each cup until you get purple. (HINT! In case you haven’t done this in a while: red+yellow=orange, yellow+blue=green, and red+blue=purple.)

Cartoonito Extra:
Not a great day to go outside? Fill a bowl with warm water and a bowl with cold water and drop in the ice cubes. See what happens!

1. Does your child wonder why things melt? Instead of telling them, Blippicize it and explore!
   All you need are two ice cubes and some heat.
   2. Grab two ice cubes, head outside, and put them in 2 different spots - one in the sun and the other in shade.
   3. Observe the ice cubes with your child and see which one melts more quickly.
   4. Ask them if they have any ideas why the ice cube in the sun melted first, and explain that heat (like from the sun) makes things melt faster.